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Matrimony or marriage is the seventh of the Sacraments. In the sacrament of
matrimony two people who love each other make promises to each other and to
God. They promise to be faithful to each other, even when times are difficult. They
promise to love each other for the rest of their lives and they do all this in God's
presence so that he can bless their love for each other. They also promise to share
God's love with each other and with any children that they might have.
 
Wedding's have been around for a very long time and there are stories about
wedding's is the Bible. In fact Jesus did his first miracle at a wedding. He was invited to
a wedding with his mother and his disciples and whilst he was there, the wine ran out.
Doesn't seem like a big deal does it? but when you look on in the Bible wine is a very
important symbol. Jesus tells his disciple that wine is a symbol of the blood he shed
dying on the cross, something he does to bring us back into a relationship with God.
It's a sign of love. Wedding's in Biblical times went on for days and running out of wine
was embarrassing for the host, it showed a lack of preparation. By turning water into
wine Jesus is stopping the host from having to be embarrassed and at the same time
sharing a first sign of the love he has for all those around him.

THE WEDDING IN CANA
Using the Bible read the story of "The wedding in Cana" which can be
found in the book of John chapter 2, verses 1 to 11.
If you don't have access to a Bible or you wish to see another version
of the story, we have posted a link below to a version available on
YouTube.

UNPACKED

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7plJa_qnVug



Christians believe that God made

everyone to be a part of God's

family. Every nationality, every

shape and colour, we belong

together, and so we should care

for one another.

If you want to, you can write your

first-name onto one of the hand

shapes on the tree.

If you want to you could create

your own tree and handprints and

write the names of those in your

family as well.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN THAT THESE PEOPLE ARE ALL FAMILY?



MUSICMUSICMUSIC
M A R R I A G E  S O N G

P H A T F I S H
h t tp s : / /www . you tube .com /watch ? v =k r l 4HWscoGM

U N F A I L I N G  L O V E
J I M M Y  N E E D H A M

h t tp s : / /www . you tube .com /watch ? v = v yuSV9c i j 6 4



CreatingCreating    a pega peg
bride and groombride and groom

Wooden clothes peg

Coloured marker

pens
White Ribbon of your

choice

You will need:

First draw a tuxedo and a face on one
half of the peg using a black marker.
Then use black and red markers to draw
an eye and lips on the top of the other
half of the peg.
Give the bride some hair with a further
coloured marker.
Then wrap your ribbon around the
second half of the peg. (I had to take my
peg apart to do this and then put it bck
together. You may need some help)
Finally give the bride half of your peg a
veil and your done

Instructions:



HUSBAND
BANNS OF MARRIAGE

HOLY SPIRIT
COMMITMENT
PARTNERSHIP

WIFE
BRIDE
PRIEST

BLESSING
FAMILY

I WILL
LOVE

GROOM
RING

WEDDING



IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE ANYTHING YOU HAVE CREATED, PLEASE
UPLOAD TO FACEBOOK OR TWITTER USING THE PAGE FROM YOUR

LOCAL CYF OFFICER BUT MAKE SURE THE PICTURE IS OF YOUR WORK,
NOT YOU. THANK YOU

@CYFRadnorBuilth
@cyfgreatergower
@cyfgreaterbrecon

@SwanseaBreconDioYouth

@BuilthCyf
@CYFGreatBrecon
@RevRachBunting

Marriage celebrations look different in

different countries and for different

religions. Here's your chance to show what

marriage means to you. Why not draw a

picture, create a collage or something

completely differnt and show us what

marriage looks like to you.

If you want you can then share your

creation with us on the Facebook or Twitter

links in the mobile phone.




